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Weighted Pseudorandom Hybrid BIST
Abhijit Jas, Member, IEEE, C. V. Krishna, Member, IEEE, and Nur A. Touba, Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a new test data-compression
scheme that is a hybrid approach between external testing and
built-in self-test (BIST). The proposed approach is based on
weighted pseudorandom testing and uses a novel approach for
compressing and storing the weight sets. Three levels of compres-
sion are used to greatly reduce test costs. Experimental results
show that the proposed scheme reduces tester storage require-
ments and tester bandwidth requirements by orders of magnitude
compared to conventional external testing, but requires much less
area overhead than a full BIST implementation providing the
same fault coverage. No test points or any modifications are made
to the function logic. The paper describes the proposed hybrid
BIST architecture as well as two different ways of storing the
weight sets, which are an integral part of this scheme.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE MOVE to deep submicron technology has led to

greater integration density. As the amount of logic on the

chip has increased, the amount of test data volume required for

testing such large designs is also growing rapidly. Moreover,

current generation testers have limited speed, memory, and I/O

channels, and upgrading to more advanced testers can be very

costly. Hence, conventional external testing approaches where

all test data is stored on the tester and transferred to and from

the circuit-under-test (CUT) is becoming increasingly difficult.

The limited test data bandwidth (product of the number of

tester channels and clock speed) between the tester and the

chip is becoming a major bottleneck that is expected to become

much worse as the projections in [13] indicate. There is a need

for new test data compression schemes that reduce test data

bandwidth requirements and reduce tester storage requirements

by orders of magnitude.

One well-known approach is to use built-in self-test (BIST).

BIST involves performing test pattern generation and output re-

sponse compaction on the chip. BIST has been studied for many

years. The most economical BIST schemes are based on pseu-

dorandom pattern testing. The problem with pseudorandom pat-

tern testing, however, is that it generally does not provide high
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enough fault coverage due to the presence of random-pattern-re-

sistant faults [7]. There are two solutions to this problem. One

is to modify the circuit to eliminate the random pattern resis-

tance by inserting test points [7], and the other is to modify the

test pattern generator by adding additional hardware to generate

patterns that detect the hard faults [8], [14], [15], [22]. Both

approaches have significant drawbacks. Test point insertion re-

quires modifying the function logic which can degrade system

performance, and modifying the test pattern generator can re-

quire large amounts of additional silicon area.

In this paper, a new test data compression scheme is pre-

sented, which is a hybrid approach between BIST and external

testing (preliminary results were published in [12]). The term

“hybrid BIST” will be used in this paper to classify any scheme

that involves combining external data from the tester along with

BIST hardware on the chip to provide a hybrid test solution for a

particular module or core. A hybrid BIST approach reduces the

test data stored on the tester compared with full external testing,

but does not require as much hardware overhead as full BIST. A

simple approach for hybrid BIST is to use a STUMPS architec-

ture [1] to apply pseudorandom patterns to detect the random

pattern testable faults, and then use deterministic scan vectors

from the tester to detect the hard faults. There have been a couple

of case studies on using this approach for large industrial de-

signs [11], [20]. The case study in [20] was done on the Mo-

torola PowerPC microprocessor core, and the study in [11] was

done on large ASIC designs. In [20], the reduction in external

test storage requirements after using 500 K BIST patterns was

around 30%. In [11], test points were inserted, but the reduc-

tion in test storage requirements after 262 K BIST patterns still

ranged only from 35% to 55%. What these results indicate is that

most of the vectors in a deterministic test set target hard faults

which are missed by pseudorandom patterns. So a straightfor-

ward hybrid BIST approach where pseudorandom vectors are

applied with BIST hardware followed by deterministic vectors

from the external tester, can only achieve a limited reduction in

tester storage requirements, generally not an order of magnitude

reduction.

There are several other approaches that can be classified as

hybrid BIST approaches. In [5], a hybrid BIST approach was

proposed where some of the scan chains in a STUMPS architec-

ture are filled with deterministic test data from the tester while

the rest of the scan chains are filled from the pseudorandom pat-

tern generator (PRPG). The set of scan chains receiving deter-

ministic data is rotated in a round-robin fashion. This approach

was applied to the Motorola PowerPC microprocessor core. Re-

sults indicated that the test storage requirements could be re-

duced by around 50% with this approach compared with 31%

as was reported in [20] for using fully pseudorandom patterns

followed by fully deterministic patterns.

1063-8210/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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The scheme described in [10] uses a test pattern generator

that resembles a programmable Johnson counter and is called

a “folding counter.” The hardware is designed such that the

folding counter can switch to a mode where it can generate

a certain number of pseudorandom patterns to detect the easy

faults within the circuit. A heuristic is then used to determine

the minimal number of seeds for the folding counter such that

the resulting folding counter sequences cover the deterministic

test cubes (test vectors with don’t cares) for the hard faults. The

scheme in [17] uses a two-dimensional (2-D) approach where

the deterministic test cubes for the hard faults are encoded as

seeds of an LFSR (horizontal compression), and the seeds are

again compressed into seeds of a folding counter sequence (ver-

tical compression).

The hybrid BIST scheme proposed in [6] is based on a

RESPIN architecture in which the test vectors for a core under

test are decompressed by reusing scan chains of cores idle

during that time. While this scheme provides up to two orders

of magnitude compression compared with standard compacted

test sets, it is applicable only for system-on-a-chip designs

where idle scan chains can be reused.

The hybrid BIST scheme proposed in [16] uses a reconfig-

uration network to selected different sets of outputs from the

LFSR when filling multiple scan chains. The idea is to cover a

deterministic test cube by trying to select a set of LFSR outputs

whose pseudorandom output will match the test cube. While this

approach is efficient when the number of specified bits per test

cubes is small, it does not scale well as the number of specified

bits increases because the number of required configurations in-

creases rapidly and correlations between test cubes cannot be

exploited.

The new hybrid BIST approach described in this paper is

based on weighted pseudorandom testing. Weighted pseu-

dorandom testing has been studied extensively in the past.

It involves biasing the generation of pseudorandom patterns

toward those that detect the hard faults. A “weight” is assigned

to each bit position in a test vector and corresponds to the

probability of a “1” being generated at that bit position. Be-

cause of conflicting requirements for detecting hard faults in a

circuit, multiple weight sets are generally required [24]. Some

number of weighted pseudorandom patterns are generated for

each weight set to detect all of the faults. There are two types

of weighted pseudorandom testing schemes, one for external

testing and one for BIST. For external testing, the weight sets

are stored in the tester memory, and the weighted pseudo-

random pattern generation is performed on the tester as each

test vector is being transferred to the chip [23]. This approach

reduces tester memory requirements, but it does not help with

the test data bandwidth bottleneck problem because all of the

test data still has to be transferred from the tester to the chip.

The other scheme for weighted pseudorandom testing is to use

it for standalone BIST. In this case, the weight sets are stored on

the chip, and on-chip hardware is used to generate the weighted

pseudorandom patterns [2], [18], [19] (or the hardware could

be placed on a separate “test chip” [21]). The problem with a

full BIST implementation of weighted pseudorandom testing

is that storing the weight sets on the chip requires an enormous

amount of area overhead.

The hybrid weighted pseudorandom scheme described here

reduces tester storage requirements and solves the test data

bandwidth bottleneck problem, but does not require the area

overhead of a full BIST implementation. It uses three levels

of compression to provide orders of magnitude reduction in

tester storage requirements. In comparison with the approach

of performing the weighted pattern generation on the tester, the

proposed approach not only reduces tester memory require-

ments, but also reduces the test data bandwidth requirements

from the tester to the chip. If weighted pattern generation is

performed on the tester and then used to drive 32 scan chains,

it requires 32 channels from the tester, whereas the proposed

approach can drive the same number of scan chains with data

coming from only a small number of channels from the tester.

As system-on-a-chip designs become larger and more complex,

this capability will be essential to keep test time down. Note

that test time is lower bounded by the total amount of test data

stored on the tester divided by the test data bandwidth between

the tester and chip (which is limited by the number of I/O pins

on the chip and I/O channels from the tester).

A simple approach for implementing a hybrid BIST weighted

pseudorandom scheme would be to store all the weight sets on

the tester, and then transfer one weight set at a time to the chip.

After some number of weighted pseudorandom vectors are gen-

erated on the chip for one weight set, the next weight set could be

transferred from the tester to the chip. The problem with this ap-

proach is that at least 2 bits (or more depending on the precision

of the weights) are needed to encode the weight value for each

scan element in a design. This means that the storage require-

ments on the chip for one weight set would be at least double

the number of scan elements in the design which would be an

enormous area overhead. Fortunately, it turns out that weight

sets are highly compressible. This fact is greatly exploited in the

scheme proposed in this paper. We present a novel hybrid BIST

weighted pseudorandom testing scheme that uses only a small

amount of data from the tester to significantly reduce BIST hard-

ware requirements on the chip. The proposed approach reduces

tester storage requirements by orders of magnitude compared to

full external testing while requiring much less overhead than a

full BIST approach that provides the same fault coverage. No

test points or any modifications are made to the function logic.

The proposed scheme requires adding only a small amount of

additional hardware to the STUMPS architecture.

II. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SCHEME

This section describes the basic idea of the proposed scheme

for hybrid BIST with weighted pseudorandom testing. Imple-

mentation details are explained in subsequent sections. Fig. 3

shows a block diagram of the test architecture. In this scheme,

3-valued weights are used (as was proposed in [19]), i.e., the

three possible weights for a specific scan element are 0, 1, and

(which signifies “unbiased”). A weight of 0 forces the value

of a particular scan element to 0, a weight of 1 forces it to 1,

and a means that the scan element takes on a value of 0 or 1

with equal probability. In Fig. 3, the scan elements of the chip

have been configured into scan chains each of which contains

scan elements (bits). Since a 3-valued weight system is being
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of proposed hybrid BIST test architecture.

used, two bits are required to store the weight for each scan ele-

ment. The encoding used in this particular example for the three

weights are for weight 0, 10 for weight 1, and

00 for . However, any other 3-valued encoding can be used.
Fig. 1 illustrates the STUMPS architecture for BIST where at

each clock cycle, pseudorandom bits generated by the PRPG
are scanned into the scan chains (one bit into each scan chain).
However, in the proposed approach the pseudorandom bits are
transformed by the logic at the input of the scan chains ac-
cording to the weight bits , . The weight bits are stored
in a look-up table (LUT) on the chip. At each clock cycle, the
set of weights corresponding to the th bit of every scan chain
is looked up from the LUT and used to transform the pseudo-
random bits coming out of the PRPG to generate the weighted
pseudorandom bits which are then scanned into the scan chains.
It takes scan clock cycles to completely fill the scan chains.
Once the scan chains are filled (i.e., scan bits have been
shifted into the scan chains) the system clock is applied and the
output response is captured in the scan chains. This output re-
sponse is shifted out and compacted in the multiple input signa-
ture register (MISR) as the next test vector is shifted in.

The weight bits for the scan chains
are stored in one location of the

LUT. At each clock cycle, the tester supplies an LUT index
which is used to read the weights for the bits from the LUT.
These weights are then used to transform the pseudorandom
bits coming from the PRPG as they are shifted into the scan
chains. The tester and the PRPG operate at the same clock
frequency in a lock-step manner. The number of bits required
for the LUT index depends on the size of the LUT. The number
of bits, , required for the index is generally much less than

. So in this scheme, tester channels are being used to drive
scan chains, where is much less than . Hence, the tester

bandwidth requirements are being reduced.

For each weight set, a sequence of LUT indices are stored

on the tester. If weighted pseudorandom patterns are to be

generated for each weight set, then the tester simply resends the

sequence of indices for each weight set times. Only one copy

of the sequence of indices for each weight set needs to be stored

in the tester memory.

There are three levels of compression in this scheme. The first

level of compression is that only the unique parts of each weight

set need to be stored in the LUT (this will be explained in detail

in the next section), thus for each weight set there will much

less than rows in the LUT. The second level of compression

is that each weight set is stored as a sequence of -bit indices

on the tester where scales logarithmically with the number

of rows in the LUT and is much less than . The third level of

compression is that each weight set is expanded into weighted

pseudorandom test patterns. These three levels of compression

result in greatly reduced tester storage requirements and tester

bandwidth requirements.

III. DETERMINING CONTENTS OF LUT

The first step is to determine the weight sets that will be

required to achieve the desired fault coverage. Any number

of weighted pseudorandom patterns can be generated for each

weight set with the scheme presented here. Many techniques

for determining weight sets for a particular CUT have been

proposed in the literature, e.g., [3], [19], and [23], etc. Any of

these techniques can be used.

Given the weight sets, the next step is to determine the con-

tents of the LUT. Fig. 2 illustrates how the weight sets are stored

in the LUT and accessed during the testing. Let denote the

number of scan chains and denote the number of bits in

each scan chain. Thus the total number of scan elements is

. As mentioned earlier, since a three-valued weight system

is being used, two bits are required to store the weights for

each scan element. The weights for the th scan element of all

the scan chains are stored in each location of the LUT so that

they can all be read in the same clock cycle and used to trans-

form the pseudorandom bits coming in from the PRPG. Thus,

, denotes the weights
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Fig. 2. Example storage of weight sets in LUT.

Fig. 3. Small example illustrating proposed approach.

represented by two bits for the -th scan element in each of the

scan chains. The rows correspond to the first

weight set. There is one row for each of the bits of the scan

chains. Rows correspond to the second weight

set.

The LUT can be compressed to a great extent by merging

identical rows as is illustrated in Fig. 2. This results in a lot of

compression because many of the weight sets will have sim-

ilar assignments in various rows in the LUT. Very often, the th

scan elements of the scan chains will all be assigned . This

common case reduces to a single row in the LUT. Reducing the

size of the LUT has a two-fold advantage. Not only does it re-

duce hardware requirements, but it also reduces the size of the

indices as fewer bits are now required to index the LUT.

Once the LUT has been constructed, then each weight set can

be stored as a sequence of indices on the tester where each

index is bits wide where is the total number of rows

in the LUT.

A small example is shown in Fig. 3. The chip-under-test

has 4 scan chains each of which is 10 bits long. Assume that

5 weighted pseudorandom patterns will be generated for each

weight set for a total of 10 weighted pseudorandom patterns as

Fig. 4. Example of weighted pseudorandom patterns generated for 2 weight
sets.

shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4, the bold columns in the figure show

the bits that are fixed because of the weight sets. The bits

take on a value of 1 or 0 randomly.

Fig. 3 shows how the weights will be stored in the LUT on

the chip. Weights for a certain bit position for all the 4 scan

chains will be stored in one location of the LUT. Thus every

location of the LUT will be 8 bits wide (2 bits to represent each

weight) and there will initially be 10 LUT locations for each

weight set for the 10 bit positions in the scan chains. The scan

chains are denoted by , , , and , and the bit positions are

denoted by Bit . Since the weight sets have a lot of similarities,

they can be compressed to a great extent. In Fig. 3, the unique

weight patterns are shown in bold. Thus, the duplicate patterns

can be eliminated and only the unique patterns stored in the

LUT. Hence, the LUT storage requirements can be reduced from

20 rows to only 8. Only a sequence of LUT indices needs to

be stored in the tester for each weight set. In this case, each index

is only 3-bits wide since there are only 8 rows in the LUT.

IV. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION OF LUT

The LUT can be implemented in hardware in a variety of

ways. One simple way of implementing the LUT is by using

a RAM. Generally there are a lot of RAM’s already present in

a design, so it may be possible to use one of them to serve as

the LUT for this scheme. In this case, the contents of the LUT

would be initially stored in the tester. Before the testing begins,

the tester would initialize the RAM with the proper contents.

The minimum size required for the RAM would depend on the

number of rows in the LUT and the number of scan chains. Note

that if the RAM is larger than necessary, this does not present a

problem. In such a case, only a subset of the addressable loca-

tions in the RAM would be used, and only a subset of the data

bits stored at each address would be used.

Another way of implementing the LUT would be to use a

programmable logic array (PLA). Because most of the weight

values are (which could be encoded using one specified bit

and one don’t care), the number of rows in the PLA can be

greatly minimized. A PLA provides a very compact and efficient

implementation of the LUT.

One of the features of the proposed technique is that for each

weight set, a sequence of LUT indices are stored on the tester.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED HYBRID BIST SCHEME WITH EXTERNAL TESTING

If weighted pseudorandom patterns are to be generated for

each weight set, then the tester simply resends the sequence of

indices for each weight set times. Note that if the tester uses

a slow clock, then the transfer of indices for all the patterns

might involve a long test time. One way to reduce the test time

would be to also store the indices for the weight set in the RAM.

Before pattern generation using a weight set, the tester initializes

the RAM with a compressed weight set as well as its sequence

of indices (hence, the RAM must be large enough to store the

weight set and its sequence of indices). A faster on-chip clock

can then be used to generate the weighted patterns using that

weight set and its sequence of indices. Some additional control

circuitry would be required to cycle through the indices for the

weight set (a counter can be used for this purpose). Once the

required number of patterns has been generated using a weight

set, another weight set and its corresponding set of indices can

then be loaded from the tester into the RAM.

Note that the proposed method can also be used to implement

traditional “stand-alone” BIST where no data comes from the

tester. In this case, a ROM would be used. Both the contents of

the LUT as well as the indices that would otherwise be stored

on the tester can now be stored in a ROM. Some additional con-

trol circuitry would be needed to cycle through the sequence of

indices for each weight set. Using a ROM can also help reduce

the test application time since the weighted patterns can be ap-

plied at a speed higher than that of the tester clock.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments were performed on the 4 largest ISCAS-89

circuits and a “composite” circuit which was formed by com-

bining one instance of each of the 4 largest ISCAS-89 circuits.

For each circuit, STUMPS architectures with different numbers

of scan chains were constructed. First, 32 000 pseudorandom

patterns were applied with the STUMPS architecture to de-

tect the random pattern testable faults. Then the remaining

random pattern resistant faults were targeted using weighted

pseudorandom patterns based on the 3-valued weight system

described in Section II. The weight sets were selected using the

procedure described in [19] with 1000 weighted pseudorandom

patterns being generated for each weight set. Table I shows the

number of weight sets that were required for each circuit to

achieve 100% coverage of detectable faults. For each circuit,

Table I shows the total number of scan elements and the results

for dividing them into different numbers of scan chains. In each

case, the hardware requirements are shown for using either a

RAM or a PLA to implement the LUT. The amount of test

data that must be stored on the tester is shown for the proposed

hybrid BIST approach which is equal to

and is com-

pared with the amount of test data required for conventional

external testing where the uncompressed vectors are stored

on the tester. The compression ratio for the test data storage

requirements is shown. It is computed as follows:

As can be seen, the tester storage requirements are reduced by

orders of magnitude with the proposed hybrid BIST approach.

Table II shows a comparison of the proposed hybrid BIST

approach versus an approach where BIST is used to detect the

random pattern testable faults and then “top-up” deterministic

test vectors are applied from the tester to detect the random pat-

tern resistant faults. The “top-up” deterministic vectors were ob-

tained by first applying 32 000 pseudorandom patterns using the

STUMPS architecture, and then doing ATPG for the remaining

undetected faults. The compression ratio for the test data storage

requirements is shown. It is computed as:
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED HYBRID BIST SCHEME WITH BIST FOLLOWED BY TOP-UP TEST PATTERNS FROM TESTER

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED HYBRID BIST SCHEME WITH DETERMINISTIC BIST SCHEME IN [14]

As can be seen, the tester storage requirements are reduced by at

least an order of magnitude in all cases with the proposed hybrid

BIST approach based on weighted pseudorandom testing.

Table III shows a comparison of the area overhead for the pro-

posed hybrid BIST approach compared with the best published

results for deterministic BIST in [14] that provides the same

fault coverage. This comparison assumes that a PLA implemen-

tation is used. It should be noted that for one or both of the tech-

niques, a multilevel logic implementation may be more efficient

than a PLA (this is in fact suggested in [14] for a STUMPS ar-

chitecture). Also, note that the comparison only considers the

area overhead of the PLA. It does not include the area overhead

for the STUMPS architecture itself, however, the results in [14]

indicate that the PLA area dominates the total area for BIST for

these circuits. The compression ratio for the PLA area overhead

requirements is shown. It is computed as follows:

As can be seen, the area overhead is greatly reduced with the

proposed hybrid BIST approach. Note that the reduction be-

comes more pronounced for the larger circuits. For s38 417 and

s38584, the hardware overhead is reduced by a factor of 7.5

and 6.1, respectively. Of course, it should be noted that the full

BIST implementation in [14] does not have any tester storage

requirements.

Fig. 5 shows how the hybrid BIST storage and the RAM

size required for the proposed scheme vary when a different

number of weighted pseudorandom patterns are generated for

each weight set. The graph has been plotted with the number of

weighted pseudorandom patterns per weight set varying from 32

to 32 000. As seen from the figure, as the number of patterns per

weight set increases, both the hybrid BIST storage and the RAM

size decreases. There is a tradeoff since increasing the number

of patterns per weight set leads to an increase in the test applica-

tion time. Thus, the proposed scheme provides a very easy way

Fig. 5. Results for s38417 using different number of pseudorandom patterns
for each weight set.

for the designer to trade off tester storage versus test time de-

pending on the requirements.

VI. CONCLUSION

The new test data compression scheme presented here

combines BIST hardware with external data from the tester

to provide a hybrid BIST solution. By using three levels of

compression, the tester storage requirements are reduced by

orders of magnitude compared to conventional external testing.

Compared with using a deterministic BIST scheme to achieve

the same fault coverage, it was shown that the area overhead

on the chip can be significantly reduced. This new test data

compression scheme provides another design point in addition

to external testing or deterministic BIST that may be attractive

in some test data compression scenarios. Note that in addition

to the benefits of reducing tester storage and bandwidth re-

quirements, the proposed approach also provides the benefits

of weighted pseudorandom pattern testing in detecting non-

modeled defects.
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